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1. Executive Summary

Polkascan Foundation frames Polkadot Network as an enabler of the Polkadot Economy that spawns
diversified economic activity through its permissionless and heterogeneous nature. Polkascan
Foundation positions itself as the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the Polkadot Economy and seeks
Treasury Funding for its 2022 - 2024 activities. Through sustainable funding methods Polkascan
Foundation aims to become the first ever Common Good Organization in the Polkadot Ecosystem.

This document proposes a funding mechanism to sustainably fund Polkascan Foundation’s entire
operation which categorically rules out value misalignment between the audiences the foundation
services on one hand and the products and services it offers on the other hand.

Polkascan Foundation proposes a cost-neutral business model based on subsidies that reimburse
actual expenses made by the foundation. Which is, mind you, exactly the model that has been applied
by Polkascan Foundation during 2020 and 2021 operation, with the key difference that the foundation
aims to plan and hence budget its activities more proactively in support of its mission.

Polkascan Foundation has considered a number of avenues as candidate funding sources over the
past 6 years. Commercial models (subscription fees or advertisements), venture capital funding, token
issuance and these have all been abandoned for various reasons to do with value alignment, incentive
alignment and risk appetite of the foundation and its founders. The only remaining path forward is
blockchain treasury funding and Polkascan Foundation has proven that this can be a viable model
through the foundation’s 2020 and 2021 funding. The foundation has mitigated most of the identified
operational risks to move forward with a reasonable and balanced funding proposal. Some risk
remains, such as foreign exchange risks to be carried by the Polkadot Ecosystem.

Polkascan Foundation has managed to institutionalize its founders’ ambitions and ideas to add value to
the Polkadot Ecosystem and it is ready for a bright future, willing and capable to continuously
contribute to the broader vision of Web3.

The remainder of this document provides a thorough documentation of its plans and ambitions for the
mid-term future. The following sections can be found in subsequent order: Organization (2), Products
and Services (3), Market Analysis (4), Strategy (5), Operations (6) and Financial Plan (7).
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2. Organization

Full details on Polkascan Foundation, its structure, mission and activities can be found at Polkascan
Foundation’s website: https://polkascan.org.

Image 2.a.: Polkascan Foundation Website (https://polkascan.org)

2.1. Structure & Ownership

Polkascan Foundation is a not-for-profit organization based in the Netherlands. Polkascan Foundation
was founded in 2020 as a Dutch ‘stichting’ and aims to make ‘Polkadot Accessible and
Understandable for All’ using neutral and transparent mechanisms.

The Dutch Stichting as Legal Entity
A stichting (lit. 'foundation') is a Dutch legal entity with limited liability, but no members or share capital,
that exists for a specific purpose. This form of entity makes it possible to separate functions of
ownership and control. It has full legal personality and may acquire and dispose of assets, grant
security, or provide guarantees.

A stichting is unique among legal entities. It does not have an owner (no shareholders) and is often
referred to as an orphan entity. The only governing body prescribed by law is its board. However, there
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is flexibility to provide for additional governing bodies in the foundation's articles, such as a supervisory
board, and the articles may provide that a third party appoint or dismiss board members.

A stichting is a legal person created through a legal act. This act is usually a notarised deed that
contains the articles of the foundation which must include the first appointed board. No government
authority is involved in the creation or authorization of a foundation. It acquires full legal capacity
through its sole creation. A foundation has no members and its purpose must be stated in its articles,
using capital dedicated to such a goal. The foundations are defined in the Dutch Civil Code (Burgerlijk
Wetboek), Boek 2 Art 285-304. A foundation is governed and represented by a board that is
responsible for the foundation's administration. The board does not have a requirement for a specific
number of members.

Art. 2:289 of the Civil Code establishes that all foundations must be registered in the Chamber of
Commerce or "Kamer van Koophandel". Commercial activities are allowed if they are within the
purpose of the foundation and are taxed. Board members can be held liable for the foundation, civilly
as well as criminally.

In addition to being used as an anti-takeover device, Dutch Foundations have many purposes, such as:

1. Functioning as bankruptcy-proof depositories of IP rights;
2. Holding assets in trust for investment funds, and;
3. Warehousing key assets to isolate them from claims.

Sources: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stichting,
https://www.jonesday.com/en/insights/2016/02/shedding-light-on-the-dutch-istichtingi-the-origins-and-p
urpose-of-an-obscure-but-potentially-potent-dutch-entity

Registration
Polkascan Foundation is registered with the Dutch Chamber of Commerce under registration number
77033566 (https://www.kvk.nl/orderstraat/product-kiezen/?kvknummer=77033566).

Board
Polkascan Foundation has a three member board comprised of:

1. E.S. van der Hoek, in the role of Chair
2. D.J. Hoogendoorn, in the role of Secretary
3. A.J.H. Zijderveld, in the role of Treasurer

As a result of the constraints given by the legal entity of the stichting, no-one (the board nor any other
entity) has ownership or share capital of the assets controlled by Polkascan Foundation. Board
decisions can only be enacted by majority vote.
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Structure
Polkascan Foundation has a flat organizational structure with little hierarchy. There are zero levels of
management between the board and its primary functions. This type of structure, intends to empower
individuals and teams to self-manage.

Image 2.1.a.: Polkascan Foundation Structure

Three primary units can be distinguished: Engineering, Service Management and Research. In general
Research initiates new products, Engineering is responsible for development and maintenance of
products and Service Management is responsible for service levels of hosted product instantiations of
the foundation’s products.

Polkascan Foundation operates in the blockchain industry, which is rich in legal, regulatory and fiscal
uncertainty. Hence, significant emphasis is put on self-regulation, through its internal secondary units:
Compliance and Finance & HR units and its External Auditor and External Accountant.
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2.2. Mission

Polkascan Foundation’s mission is to make Polkadot Accessible & Understandable for All. Polkadot is a
scalable, interoperable & secure network protocol for the next web. Polkascan Foundation facilitates
dissemination of Polkadot’s data to a wide variety of audiences.

Polkadot envisions a Web where our identity and our data is our own – safely secured from any central
authority. Polkadot is a network protocol that allows arbitrary data to be transferred across any type of
blockchain. Polkadot is a true multi-chain application environment where things like cross-chain
registries and cross-chain computation are possible. Polkadot can transfer this data across public,
open, permissionless blockchains as well as private, permissioned blockchains. Polkascan Foundation
researches and develops novel ways to make Polkadot’s data accessible and understandable for broad
and new audiences.

Image 2.2.a.: Polkascan Foundation Mission
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2.3. Activities

Technologies
Research & Development: Polkascan Foundation researches, develops and maintains open-source
software that furthers its mission to make Polkadot Accessible and Understandable for All. The
software includes data analytics applications, data extraction applications and various software libraries
to interface with Polkadot’s key technologies, such as Substrate and SCALE. The foundation’s
technologies have a general-purpose nature and have served as a blueprint for many successful other
teams in the broader ecosystem.

Publications & Reports
Hosted Platform: Polkascan Foundation aspires to be the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the Polkadot
Economy. The foundation applies its research and technologies to report on the state of the Polkadot
Economy. The foundation’s hosted platform instantiates its technologies and allows a wide-variety of
audiences – both on the inside and outside the blockchain industry – to gain meaningful
understanding of Polkadot.

Governance
Steward of Web3: Polkadot envisions a Web where our identity and our data is our own – safely
secured from any central authority. Polkascan Foundation positions itself as one of the stewards in the
broader Polkadot Ecosystem to protect and develop towards the mission of this new Web, called
Web3. The foundation aims to have an active voice through the formal and informal governance
mechanisms in the broader ecosystem.

2.4. History

Through its founders, Polkascan Foundation has worked on researching and engineering generalized
blockchain analytics technology since 2016.

Milestones
This section highlights the key activities and contributions Polkascan Foundation and its founders have
been working on to date.

● 2016: One of the founders of Polkascan Foundation engineered a working prototype to
reproduce most of the data-set available on the leading Ethereum Ecosystem block explorer:
Etherscan.

● 2017: The first signs emerged that the blockchain industry was heading towards a multi-chain
future. 2016 milestones were generalized into a working prototype of a Generalized EVM
Explorer. Through Open Source Block Explorers Now! (a podcast hosted by Griff Green) the
founders of Polkascan Foundation explored two themes: 1) the notion of a multi-chain Explorer
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Platform, its design and architecture; and 2) challenges in sustainably funding Block Explorers
and incentive asymmetries between its users and sources of funding. The founders hosted
multiple Ethereum Developer Meetups in the Netherlands.

● 2018: A full pivot was made from the Ethereum Ecosystem to the newly formed Polkadot
Ecosystem. Polkascan Foundation founders were among the first community members outside
of Parity Technologies and Web3 Foundation and formed the first local meetup community in
the Netherlands. Based on the first Polkadot Testnet, the founders of Polkascan Foundation
applied their previous learnings to prototype a working version of a Generalized Substrate
Explorer, which was first presented at a Prague Devcon4 side-event.

● 2019: Through their 2018 work the founders of Polkascan Foundation secured one of the first
ever issued grants by Web3 Foundation of approximately USD 100k. This grant allowed the
team to expand with a Lead Engineer and resulted in various open-source repositories that
collectively assembled a working Generalized Substrate Explorer. A number of smaller
follow-up grants issued by Web3 Foundation for a total sum of approximately USD 50k
followed. Parallel to its engineering activities, the team explored Venture Capital Funding
opportunities by participating in the second iteration of the LongHash program. During Web3
Summit 2019 the team chose to abandon all VC-funding avenues due to inherent asymmetries
between the values of VCs in general on one hand and what the team valued in providing a
neutral (free of external interest) Explorer Platform and Technology on the other hand. The
founders of Polkascan Foundation documented their efforts, learnings and outlook in the fifth
episode of the Relay Chain Podcast.

● 2020: The abandonment of VC-funding avenues led to founding the not-for-profit legal entity
Polkascan Foundation early 2020, to which all IP was transferred by its founders. With the
launch of Kusama Network and Polkadot Network, Polkascan Foundation was among the first
to start exploring Blockchain Treasury Funding through On-chain Governance. Polkadot &
Kusama Governance granted Polkascan Foundation a total sum of approximately USD 25k for
its Service Management activities of the hosted Polkascan Platform. Polkadot Governance
granted Polkascan Foundation a total sum of approximately USD 25k for its Maintenance and
Community Support activities of its general-purpose open-source Python Libraries.

● 2021: Polkadot Governance granted Polkascan Foundation a total sum of approximately USD
100k for its Maintenance and Community Support activities of its general-purpose open-source
Python Libraries. Kusama Governance granted Polkascan Foundation a total sum of
approximately USD 100k to engineer major building blocks focussed on UI & UX. Polkascan
Foundation has gone through a process of rebranding, strategic positioning and
professionalizing its internal organization of which the current document is testament.
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Results
Six years of combined work by a growing team funded by approximately USD 400k, has led to the
January 2022 launch of the new Polkascan Explorer Platform built with a fully open-source technology
stack. It is the opinion of Polkascan Foundation that this total sum has been responsibly managed and
spent by the foundation and its founders, effectively creating the following tangible results:

● Dedicated engineering of open-source explorer technology since 2016
● Exclusive full-time engagement with the Polkadot Ecosystem since 2018.
● Founded a not-for-profit organization in service of the Polkadot Ecosystem in 2020 .
● Independently architected and engineered a full technology stack.
● Maintainer of open-source software repositories with wide ecosystem adoption.
● General-purpose and permissively licensed open-source libraries.
● Broad adoption of its technologies for use-cases outside Polkascan Foundation’s use-case.
● The only organization to offer a fully open-sourced Generalized Substrate Explorer.
● Significant impact on and influence over the development path of Substrate & Polkadot.

Past difficulties
Polkascan Foundation and its founders have had no difficulty in keeping up with the high pace of
innovation in the Polkadot Ecosystem. Time has already proven that a strong value alignment exists
between the ecosystem on one hand and Polkascan Foundation on the other hand.

Polkascan Foundation’s growing pains have been identified in the following areas:

● Scalable Architecture for a multi-chain future
● Funding an Ecosystem Commons, such as an Explorer
● Talent Recruitment and Retention

2.5. Location

Polkascan Foundation is based in the Rotterdam Area in the Netherlands. The foundation has modest
office space for weekly face-to-face meetings, coordination meetings and visitors. The foundation is
supportive to remote-work and allows for flexible work-planning of its contractors.
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2.6. Management Team

The management team presented in this section is responsible for day-to-day operations of Polkascan
Foundation. Management team directly reports to the Polkascan Foundation Board. For privacy
purposes the management team is presented with a first name only. Profile pictures are publicly
available images based on either Github or LinkedIn profiles.

Emiel Sebastiaan
Head of Research, Product Owner Service Management & Data Warehouse
Github: https://github.com/emielvanderhoek

Arjan
Product Co-Owner Python Libraries & Python Applications
Github: https://github.com/arjanz

Matthijs
Product Co-Owner Python Libraries & Python Applications
Github: https://github.com/matthijsb

Michiel
Product Co-Owner Typescript Libraries & Angular Applications
Github: https://github.com/Kriekkop

Wouter
Product Co-Owner Typescript Libraries & Angular Applications
Github: https://github.com/wouterter

Peter
Interim Compliance Manager
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3. Products and Services

Polkascan Foundation’s Products and Services have a wide-variety of audiences ranging from
technologists and developers, to general every-day users, and to accountants, auditors and
economists.

Polkascan Foundation maintains a number of open-source libraries (3.2) and applications (3.3) that
collectively assemble the software that runs on the foundation’s hosted platform (3.1) which in turn
produces and disseminates data from the foundation’s data warehouse (3.4). Polkascan Foundation
uses its data warehouse to produce publications and reports (3.5).

3.1. Hosted Platform

This section outlines the user-facing applications which collectively comprise Polkascan Foundation’s
Hosted Platform. These hosted applications fit into one of two broad categories:

1. Applications that serve as public references through permalink URIs.
2. Applications that allow exploring on-chain data through novel lenses.

This section provides an overview of the envisioned applications of Polkascan Foundation’s Hosted
Platform.
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Polkascan Explorer
Polkascan Explorer serves as a multichain canonical reference platform that provides permalinked
resource identifiers to fine-grained state-transition triggers and events.
Audience: Developers, General, Accountants, Auditors
Status: Live at: explorer.polkascan.io

Image 3.1.a.: Product Impression | Polkascan Explorer
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Polkascan Runtimes
Polkascan Runtimes serves as a multichain canonical reference platform that provides permalinked
resource identifiers to versioned runtime metadata specifications.
Audience: Developers, General
Status: Prototype

Image 3.1.b.: Product Impression | Polkascan Runtimes
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Polkascan Charts
Polkascan Charts serves as a multichain canonical reference platform that provides permalinked
resource identifiers to aggregated datasets with the chart/graph as main subject.
Audience: General
Status: Drawing Board

Image 3.1.c.: Product Impression | Polkascan Charts
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Polkascan Tables
Polkascan Tables serves as a multichain canonical reference platform that provides permalinked
resource identifiers to aggregated datasets with the datatable as main subject.
Audience: General
Status: Drawing Board

Image 3.1.d.: Product Impression | Polkascan Tables
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Polkascan Calendar
Polkascan Calendar frames Polkadot as a clock and presents past and future multichain events on a
Calendar.
Audience: General
Status: Drawing Board

Image 3.1.e.: Product Impression | Polkascan Calendar
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Polkascan Accounting
Polkascan Accounting frames Polkadot as an economy and presents the economic activity of key
classes of economic actors as a Balance Sheet and Profit/Loss Report.
Audience: General, Accountants, Auditors, Economists
Status: Drawing Board

Image 3.1.f.: Product Impression | Polkascan Accounting
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3.2. Open Source Libraries

Polkascan Foundation maintains a number of open-source libraries that are key to running its hosted
platform as outlined in section 3.1. These libraries have a general purpose nature and are in fact
applicable to a much wider range of use-cases outside Polkascan Foundation’s use-case.

Python Substrate Interface
A Python-based library that specializes in interfacing with a Substrate-node, providing
additional convenience methods to deal with SCALE encoding/decoding (the default
output and input format of the Substrate JSON-RPC), metadata parsing, type registry
management and versioning of types.
Github: https://github.com/polkascan/py-substrate-interface
License: Apache 2.0

Python Scale Codec
A Python-based SCALE encoder/decoder library. Most of the data that the Substrate
RPCs output is encoded with the SCALE Codec. This codec is used by the Substrate
nodes' internal runtime. In order to get to meaningful data this data will need to be
decoded. The Python SCALE Codec Library will specialize in this task.
Github: https://github.com/polkascan/py-scale-codec
License: Apache 2.0

Python Bindings for BIP39
Python bindings for the tiny-bip39 library (https://crates.io/crates/tiny-bip39).
Github: https://github.com/polkascan/py-bip39-bindings
License: Apache 2.0

Python Bindings for SR25519
Python bindings for sr25519 library (https://github.com/w3f/schnorrkel).
Github: https://github.com/polkascan/py-sr25519-bindings
License: Apache 2.0

Python Bindings for ED25519
Python bindings for ed25519-dalek library (https://crates.io/crates/ed25519-dalek/1.0.1).
Github: https://github.com/polkascan/py-ed25519-bindings
License: Apache 2.0

Python Bindings for SubWASM
Python bindings for SubWASM utility (https://gitlab.com/chevdor/subwasm).
Github: https://github.com/polkascan/py-subwasm-bindings
License: Apache 2.0
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PolkADAPT
PolkADAPT is an Augmented Data Application Protocol Technology for Polkadot that
offers a data abstraction layer for applications by providing one single multichain
namespace. PolkADAPT offers one single hierarchical namespace for an entire
heterogeneous multichain. In particular it offers a single namespace for the multichain’s
relay chain and all its specialized shard chains in a hierarchical manner. PolkADAPT is
the central registry to avoid name collisions. In its core PolkADAPT proxies the on-chain
functionality that PolkadotJS provides. PolkADAPT Adapters can register their
functionality in PolkADAPT’s central namespace. The Adapters define in what way the
central hierarchical namespace allows for retrieval, augmentation and extension of the
data in a uniform way.
Github: https://github.com/polkascan/polkadapt
License: Apache 2.0

PolkADAPT Substrate RPC Adapter
A PolkADAPT plug-in to communicate with a Substrate Node through the Polkadot.js
library. The PolkADAPT Substrate RPC Adapter provides a hierarchical base structure
within the multichain namespace offered by PolkADAPT. Acting as the base data-source
for PolkADAPT, the Substrate RPC Adapter serves all on-chain data to PolkADAPT
consumers (such as: Polkascan UI) by means of proxying multiple instances of the
PolkadotJS API. PolkADAPT users can decide which particular chain to connect to and
the Adapter will register the instances in the multichain namespace and relay
communications to the proper channel.
Github: https://github.com/polkascan/polkadapt/tree/main/projects/substrate-rpc
License: Apache 2.0

PolkADAPT Polkascan Adapter
A PolkADAPT plug-in to communicate with a Polkascan Explorer API. The PolkADAPT
Polkascan Adapter extends the multichain namespace of PolkADAPT with data sets
from Polkascan data sources. The Polkascan Adapter allows consumers (such as:
Polkascan UI) to augment the on-chain data, provided by the Substrate RPC Adapter,
with the off-chain trusted third party data from Polkascan resources. This adapter
illustrates the broad utility a rich adapter can have on the multichain namespace. This
particular adapter illustrates a broad use-case in which the Adapter Developer has
extensive control over the way data of the third-party off-chain data source is serviced
and thus consumed by the Adapter.
Github: https://github.com/polkascan/polkadapt/blob/main/projects/polkascan
License: Apache 2.0
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PolkADAPT CoinGecko Adapter
A PolkADAPT plug-in to fetch pricing data from CoinGecko’s API. The PolkADAPT
CoinGecko Adapter extends the multichain namespace of PolkADAPT with data sets
from CoinGecko data sources. PolkADAPT also allows for augmentation of value
representation. Simply connect the PolkADAPT CoinGecko Adapter to your PolkADAPT
registry and the consumers (such as: Polkascan UI) will have the commands available to
get any balance converted into any other currency. This adapter illustrates the value of
a particular narrow utility an adapter can have on the multichain namespace. This
particular adapter illustrates a broad use-case in which the Adapter Developer has
limited control over the way data of the third-party off-chain data source is serviced and
thus consumed by the Adapter.
Github: https://github.com/polkascan/polkadapt/blob/main/projects/coingecko
License: Apache 2.0

3.3. Open Source Applications

Polkascan Foundation maintains a number of open-source applications that are key to running its
hosted platform as outlined in section 3.1. These applications are heavily dependent on the
open-source libraries as outlined in section 3.2. The applications themselves have a number of
wide-range functions outside Polkascan Foundation’s use-case:

1. applications serve as a blueprint for similar classes of applications,
2. applications showcase how to use the more abstract libraries in practical use-cases, and
3. applications allow for replication of Polkascan Foundation’s hosted platform in trusted or

self-hosted environments.

Explorer UI
A client-sided Angular-based application that utilizes PolkADAPT and its Adapters to
obtain data from multiple data sources. Its design is based on flat Material component
design, styled in Polkascan branding.
Github: https://github.com/polkascan/explorer-ui
License: GPLv3

Explorer API
A GraphQL-based application that enables subscription-based communication with
Polkascan’s data sources.
Github: https://github.com/polkascan/explorer-api
License: GPLv3
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Substrate Harvester
Substrate Harvester is a general-purpose Substrate application that allows for data
harvesting, SCALE-decoding, indexing and structured storage of blockchain data from
any Substrate-based node.
Github: Private repository. To be open-sourced as outlined in section 5.4.
License: GPLv3

3.4. Other Technologies

Polkascan Foundation maintains a number of open-source repositories and databases that do not
particularly fit into either Libraries (3.2) or Applications (3.3).

Docker Compose Artifacts
Docker Compose Artifacts allow for standardized and formalized processes to build and
deploy local instances of individual repositories and the Polkascan-stack.
Github: Private repository. To be open-sourced as outlined in section 5.4.
License: Apache 2.0

Polkascan Data Warehouse
Polkascan Foundation produces and maintains a Data Warehouse that serves
harvested and processed data in Polkascan Foundation’s trusted setup of its platform.

Experimental Applications
Polkascan Foundation is working on a number of experimental applications either on
the drawing board or as an early prototype. The following experimental applications are
briefly outlined in section 3.1: Polkascan Runtimes, Polkascan Charts, Polkascan Tables,
Polkascan Calendar & Polkascan Accounting.

Deprecated Repositories
Over the past few years Polkascan Foundation has developed and maintained a
number of repositories in its public Github Organization at:
https://github.com/orgs/polkascan. Polkascan Foundation has archived a number of its
repositories that no longer serve a purpose for the foundation’s mission and activities.

Dependencies on External Artifacts and Services
Polkascan Foundation manages the open-source software of almost its entire stack.
Some dependencies on external repositories and services remain, most notably:
PolkadotJS API software, Substrate Node software and external data services (such as:
CoinGecko API).
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3.5. Publications & Reports

Polkascan Foundation aims for annual publications called State of the Economy which report on
economic activity of distinct classes of economic agents and the economy as a whole within the
heterogeneous multi-chain universe of a relay-chain. The basic ideas for this publication are outlined in
a 2019 post on the Polkadot Network Medium Blog:
https://medium.com/polkadot-network/polkascan-economic-analysis-a5861abef63f.

Through these publications Polkascan Foundation positions itself as the Bureau of Economic Analysis
of the Polkadot Ecosystem.

State of the Polkadot Economy
State of the Economy Publication for the Polkadot Economy.
Frequency: Annual Publication

State of the Kusama Economy
State of the Economy Publication for the Kusama Economy.
Frequency: Annual Publication
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4. Market Analysis

Polkascan Foundation is a not-for-profit organization and is therefore not revenue-driven. The
foundation’s particular case goes even further by not servicing and not ever willing to service paying
customers. Bottom-line is: Polkascan Foundation inherently has no customers. The foundation is its
own customer and its mission is to make Polkadot Accessible & Understandable for All. Polkascan
Foundation achieves its mission by servicing all (i.e. the world-at-large) with its products.

4.1. Target Market

While Polkascan Foundation has no customers, this does not imply that its products and services have
no users. The foundation does however, not claim to know exactly which markets it should target.
Polkascan Foundation services the markets that are willing to use its products and services.

Blockchain Technology is still in its infancy and over the past 10 years a very large number of
blockchain applications have been conceptualized. The blockchain industry is very much a Blue Ocean
industry, with little internal competition or barriers standing in the way of true innovators. Polkascan
Foundation strongly believes that blockchain technologies act as global coordination mechanisms that
have the ability to outperform contemporary global coordination mechanisms on various metrics
including economic performance, but also more on qualitative criteria such as categorically ruling-out
entire classes of risks in global coordination. Polkascan Foundation market approach has been guided
by two principles:

General-Purposeness
Substrate & Polkadot inherently foster innovation by:

1. being economically superior to previous generations’ blockchain technologies (scaling &
governance) while maintaining a secure and permissionless nature, and;

2. not being prescriptive on the nature of use-cases in which the multichain network is allowed to
scale (heterogeneity).

Like Substrate & Polkadot, Polkascan Foundation’s product and services should therefore have a
general-purpose nature by not being prescriptive on which audiences it services and not being
prescriptive in the way the products and services should be used. Needless to say, Polkascan
Foundation’s Open-Source Libraries can be used by any self-proclaimed developer to be utilized in any
way and for any use-case. Likewise the foundation’s applications really focus on generalized pattern by
not adding any layer of semantics to the presented data on the various (envisioned) platforms.
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User Experience Innovation
Polkascan Foundation believes that explorers are the most generalized class of applications one can
imagine being built on top of blockchains. One other class of applications that fits this general
purposeness criteria is perhaps the wallet.

All explorers more or less look the same and their user experience does not necessarily aid their users
gain better understanding of the blockchain. There is dire need for new lenses through which the
world-at-large should look at blockchains in order to move beyond the tech-savvy audiences. Perhaps
even, the world does not need any new lenses, the world needs to look at blockchains through already
familiar lenses. Polkascan Foundation intends to offer the world two such familiar lenses with its
Polkascan Calendar (3.1) and Polkascan Accounting (3.1), which frame a blockchain respectively as a
clock and an economic accounting system.

Developers, developers, developers
If Polkascan Foundation had to pick one target market with some particular interest and value, it is the
developer community. Whether it is the Python-community, the Typescript-community or the
Angular-community, they all have in common that Polkascan Foundation’s engineering team gets a
feedback loop of experiences that cover questions and suggestions that further the foundation’s
technology beyond its own general-purpose use-cases.

4.2. Market Need

Polkascan Foundation has a high-level idea of what any of the potentially infinite target markets require
from its products and services. The perceived market needs for the foundation’s products and services
have been guided by three core-principles:

Independence & Neutrality
Independence and neutrality are values that run through the veins of Polkascan Foundation.
Independence and neutrality is safeguarded legally and organizationally through its incorporation as a
Dutch not-for-profit stichting, and through the open-source nature of the foundation’s technology of
which each and every component was independently architected and engineered from the ground up.
Last but not least this document proposes a funding mechanism to sustainably fund Polkascan
Foundation’s entire operation which categorically rules out value misalignment of the audiences the
foundation services and the products and services it offers.

Data Integrity
Polkascan Foundation produces and disseminates Polkadot Ecosystem data. The foundation’s
existence really depends on correctness, completeness & verifiability of this data. Correctness means
that serviced datasets and attributes are correct. Completeness means it has all the datasets and
attributes that were required are being serviced. Verifiability in the foundation’s particular case is not
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enforced by blockchain technology, it is enforced by the open-source nature of our technology, which
inherently allows anyone to reproduce the datasets serviced by Polkascan Foundation.

Accessibility through Convenience
Polkascan Foundation produces and disseminates Polkadot Ecosystem trusted-data from its Data
Warehouse. Projections of expected collective cumulative throughput of Polkadot’s multi-chain network
architecture are substantial and result in an ever increasing size of Polkascan Foundation’s Data
Warehouse. As a result it will become increasingly costly to reproduce the datasets to enable
verifiability of the serviced networks’ data. This increasing cost may be warranted for use-case with low
risk appetite, but there is certainly a trade-off with the convenience of datasets being readily available.
Polkascan Foundation’s hosted platform offers such convenience function and serves as a multichain
canonical reference platform that provides permalinked resource identifiers to Polkascan Foundation’s
Data Warehouse datasets.

4.3. Competition

In order to comparatively analyze Polkascan Foundation’s competition it is required to frame Polkascan
Foundation. The foundation provides four such frames in this section. That said, Polkascan Foundation
strongly believes it is in a league of its own and its agenda is very much guided by its own mission and
not through a comparative analysis of perceived competitors.

Service Providers of Comparable Polkadot Ecosystem Explorers
Although Polkascan Foundation engineered the first explorer for the Polkadot Ecosystem, the
foundation no longer services the only explorer in the ecosystem. Some service providers offer
platforms that have the ability to service datasets from any Substrate based chain (Subscan) and some
service providers offer platforms that focus on EVM-compatible chains (such as Moonscan and
Blockscout). With the exception of Blockscout none of the competing service providers offer a full stack
of technologies to reproduce the serviced datasets and are thus inherently set up as trusted
data-providers with no immediate means for verifiability. That said, Polkascan Foundation recognizes
the value of having multiple explorers in the ecosystem even if the ‘competing’ service providers offer
similar trusted datasets. Multiple explorers offer a convenient way to comparatively evaluate (and
perhaps even verify) the quality of serviced trusted dataset.

Maintainers of Comparable Open Source Software Technologies
If Polkascan Foundation is framed as an open source software maintainer of comparable technologies,
then the only candidates one can compare Polkascan Foundation to are: Parity Technologies and
ChainSafe as all three organizations maintain low-level Substrate Interfacing repositories and
user-facing development technologies. That said, although these organizations maintain similar
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technologies, each of the organizations serve a very distinct developer audience with their technology
implementations (RUST, Golang, Python). Again competition has a very complementary nature.

Active Voice in Polkadot/Kusama Governance
Polkascan Foundation has actively contributed to both informal (voice) as formal (vote) governance of
both Polkadot & Kusama networks and Substrate’s development roadmap. The foundation has made
technical contributions and has contributed to ideation of new governance mechanisms. When framing
Polkascan Foundation as having an active voice in Polkadot/Kusama Governance, the foundation could
be comparable to ecosystem teams such as Acala.

Bureau of Economic Analysis of the Polkadot Economy
By framing Polkascan Foundation as the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the Polkadot Economy, the
foundation takes a really unique position within the ecosystem, which is yet to be fully explored.
Perhaps its function would be slightly comparable with Messari as an industry-wide analytics platform
or with Rotki as personal accounting technology. That said, both examples have an entirely different
scope and audience as Polkascan Foundation.

4.4. Barriers to Entry

Polkascan Foundation’s products and services have been 6 years in the making. The foundation’s
goals have always been to be ready to scale up its operation when the ecosystem is ready to scale up.
With the completion of the implementation of the Polkadot Whitepaper at the end of 2021, the
foundation has marked this the point in time it has been working towards. This team effort of many
years of collective work and experience is a high barrier to entry. As time goes by, it will become
increasingly difficult and costly to build a Data Warehouse for new entrants.

The not-for-profit nature of Polkascan Foundation safeguards values and their alignment with the
ecosystem in a way that is very hard to copy. Polkascan Foundation sees itself as a true Common Good
Organization to the ecosystem. The foundation’s setup rules out the pursuit of riches by founders
through stock issuance, corporate takeover or token issuance.

4.5. Regulation

Although regulation is on the horizon for the blockchain industry and its key players, the status quo
remains that the industry is largely unregulated. Polkascan Foundation has consistently pursued a
risk-averse policy towards regulatory risk.

Polkascan Foundation made a deliberate choice early to never undertake activities such as token
issuance as a means to finance its operation. Additionally Polkascan Foundation’s policy is to exclude
general-purpose wallet technologies on its hosted platform. The foundation’s hosted platform
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disseminates blockchain data and does not intend to offer chain-state manipulation features on its
hosted platform. That said, some of the general-purpose libraries can be used by any developer to
easily implement general-purpose transaction composition and transaction signing features in their
own applications.
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5. Strategy

This section explains Polkascan Foundation’s view of the market and outlines how the foundation
wants to engage with the market and how it justifies its strategy.

5.1. Competitive Edge

Six years of combined work by a growing team, has led to the January 2022 launch of the new
Polkascan Explorer Platform built with a fully open-source technology stack. Polkascan Foundation has
lived up to its ambition to provide the Polkadot Ecosystem with an Open-Source General-Purpose
Substrate Explorer. Furthermore, the foundation has effectively and consistently delivered the following
tangible results:

● Dedicated engineering of open-source explorer technology since 2016
● Exclusive full-time engagement with the Polkadot Ecosystem since 2018.
● Founded a not-for-profit organization in service of the Polkadot Ecosystem in 2020 .
● Independently architected and engineered a full technology stack.
● Maintainer of open-source software repositories with wide ecosystem adoption.
● General-purpose and permissively licensed open-source libraries.
● Broad adoption of its technologies for use-cases outside Polkascan Foundation’s use-case.
● The only organization to offer a fully open-sourced Generalized Substrate Explorer.
● Significant impact on and influence over the development path of Substrate & Polkadot.

Polkascan Foundation has managed to institutionalize its founders’ ambitions and ideas to add value to
the Polkadot Ecosystem and it is ready for a bright future willing and capable to continuously contribute
to the broader vision of Web3. Polkascan Foundation’s growing pains have been identified in the
following areas:

● Scalable Architecture for a multi-chain future
● Funding an Ecosystem Commons, such as an Explorer
● Talent Recruitment and Retention

The experience gained by Polkascan Foundation in the past six years has enabled the foundation to
overcome these challenges of which this document is testament. Polkascan Foundation’s key
competitive edge is that it is a value-driven organization.
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5.2. Pricing

As stated in section 4, Polkascan Foundation is a not-for-profit organization and is therefore not
revenue-driven. The foundation does not have paying customers and is therefore inherently not price
diven. This is a key differentiator of Polkascan Foundation from its more commercial ‘competitors’.

Breakeven Business Model
Polkascan Foundation proposes a cost-neutral business model based on subsidies that reimburse
actual expenses made by the foundation. Mind you, this is exactly the model that has been applied by
Polkascan Foundation during 2020 and 2021 operation, with the key difference that the foundation
aims to plan and hence budget its activities more proactively in support of its mission. Further details
can be found in section 7.4 covering the cost-structure of the financial plan.

5.3. Marketing Plan

Polkascan Foundation does not have any or intend to have any paying customers. The foundation is its
own customer and its mission is to make Polkadot Accessible & Understandable for All. Polkascan
Foundation achieves its mission by servicing all (i.e. the world-at-large) with its products and services.

Message to send to target markets about their needs
Polkascan Foundation’s brand and reputation are key to actively position itself as a pillar in the
Polkadot Ecosystem. The message Polkascan Foundation wants to send to the world has been defined
in section 4.1. covering the foundation’s target markets and should value: general-purposeness of the
foundation’s technology, offering user experience innovations through the foundation’s products and
services, and directly interacting with key developer segments in the ecosystem.

Additionally Polkascan Foundation’s actions which become visible through its organization and
strategy. Products & services should send a clear message about the perceived needs of the market.
These needs of the market of the foundation’s actions should breathe independence & neutrality, data
integrity and accessibility through convenience.

Organic growth of adoption
During 2020 and 2021 Polkascan Foundation has found the right balance between being supportive to
the user community and being able to execute its overall mission of developing its products and
services. The foundation expects steady organic growth of its products and services to continue over
the next few years.

Communication channels
Polkascan Foundation’s primary communication and coordination channel is Github, which hosts all the
foundation’s open source software: github.com/polkascan. Polkascan Foundation’s hosted platform
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(polkascan.io) offers an instantiation of the foundation’s managed open-source software. The
foundation uses its organizational website (polkascan.org) and Twitter (@polkascan & @polkascanorg)
as a broadcast channel. The foundation manages an interactive channel on Element.

5.4. Milestones

Research and Development Milestones
Polkascan Foundation has always been and will remain committed to providing the Polkadot
Ecosystem with open-source repositories that enable replication of all data presented on the hosted
instance of the Polkascan Explorer Platform. Polkascan Foundation’s engineering activities can be
broadly divided into 4 distinct categories:

1. Feature Development of its Open Source Software
2. Maintenance & Community Support for its Open Source Software
3. Application Management of hosted instances of its Open Source Software
4. Research & Development of new libraries and applications

Polkascan Foundation intends to spread its available engineering resources evenly over these 4
distinct categories (~25% per category). In addition to ongoing engineering activities with continuous
results, the following tangible deliverables are aimed to be delivered during 2022:

Deliverable Description Delivery

E1. Substrate Harvester Substrate Harvester is a general-purpose Substrate application that
allows for data harvesting, SCALE-decoding, indexing and structured
storage of blockchain data from any Substrate-based node. The
deliverables will be open-sourced on delivery, licensed under GPLv3.
High-level details can be found in section 3.4.

2022-Q1

E2. Docker Compose
Artifacts

Docker Compose Artifacts allow for standardized and formalized
processes to build and deploy local instances of individual
repositories and the Polkascan-stack. The deliverables will be
open-sourced on delivery, licensed under Apache 2.0. High-level
details can be found in section 3.4.

2022-Q1

E3. General-Purpose
Open-Source Substrate
Explorer Stack

Deliverables E1 & E2 combined allow for the independent local
reproduction of the hosted instance of the Polkascan Explorer on
explorer.polkascan.io.

2022-Q1

E4. MVP Polkascan
Runtimes

A collection of deliverables that result in a hosted service for the
Polkascan Runtimes application on runtimes.polkascan.io, The
deliverables will be open-sourced for deployment on local instances.
High-level details can be found in section 3.1.

2022-Q2

E5. MVP Polkascan A collection of deliverables that result in a hosted service for the 2022-Q2
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Calendar Polkascan Calendar application on calendar.polkascan.io, The
deliverables will be open-sourced for deployment on local instances.
High-level details can be found in section 3.1.

E6. MVP Polkascan Charts A collection of deliverables that result in a hosted service for the
Polkascan Charts application on charts.polkascan.io, The
deliverables will be open-sourced for deployment on local instances.
High-level details can be found in section 3.1.

2022-Q2

E7. MVP Polkascan Tables A collection of deliverables that result in a hosted service for the
Polkascan Tables application on tables.polkascan.io, The
deliverables will be open-sourced for deployment on local instances.
High-level details can be found in section 3.1.

2022-Q2

E8. MVP Polkascan
Accounting

A collection of deliverables that result in a hosted service for the
Polkascan Accounting application on accounting.polkascan.io, The
deliverables will be open-sourced for deployment on local instances.
High-level details can be found in section 3.1.

2022-Q3

E9. Publication State of the
Polkadot Economy

Publication of an extensive reflective report on the state of the Polkadot
Economy for 2022. High-level details can be found in section 3.5.

2022-Q4

E10. Publication State of
the Kusama Economy

Publication of an extensive reflective report on the state of the Kusama
Economy for 2022. High-level details can be found in section 3.5.

2022-Q4

Table 5.4.a.: Engineering Milestone & Deliverables 2022

Organizational Development Milestones
Polkascan Foundation has been developing ideas to sustainably secure funding for its operation.
Current status quo and ambitions for 2022 and beyond are outlined in this document and rely heavily
on blockchain treasury funding. Polkascan Foundation’s organizational development milestones are
directly related to removing regulatory and fiscal risks and uncertainty regarding this funding
mechanism. The following tangible deliverables are aimed to be delivered during 2022:

Deliverable Description Delivery

O1. Sustainable
Funding

The primary goal of this document is to secure a sustainable source of
funding for Polkascan Foundation’s entire operation for 2022 and beyond.

2022-Q1

O2. Private Banking A risk mitigation deliverable that results in a private banking relationship to
ensure operational continuity, while being an organization operating in the
blockchain industry.

2022-Q2

O3. Big4 External
Accountant & Auditor

External aid to move towards an annual financial report according to the
‘qualified opinion - qualified report’-standard, with ideally one of the Big4
accounting/auditing firms.

2022-Q2
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O4. Fiscal &
Regulatory Ruling

Compliance with AML, CFT and KYC policies of banks, accountants,
auditors, tax office and regulators aim to get fiscal and regulatory ruling on
Polkascan Foundation’s operations, in effect mitigating identified risks.

2022-Q4

Table 5.4.b.: Organizational Development Milestone & Deliverables 2022

The roadmap for 2023 and 2024 will be drafted during 2022 and will build heavily on results of 2022.
Some key topics would be: internationalization and localization frameworks for Polkascan Foundation’s
products and services.

5.5. Scope

Polkascan Foundation’s products and services potentially have an unbounded scope due to their
general-purpose nature. The open source libraries and applications can be used by anyone for any
use-case with the only constraint of one’s own imagination. Similarly, dataset disseminated through the
foundation’s hosted platform can be used by anyone for any use-case as these are publicly available.

That said, no strategy can be effective if scope is unbounded. Polkascan Foundation’s hosted platform
will therefore have a very clear priority in its content support. The priorities are listed below:

1. Relay Chains (Polkadot and Kusama; priority: essential)
2. System Parachains (for Polkadot and Kusama; priority: high)
3. Common Good Parachains (for Polkadot and Kusama; priority: medium)
4. Commercial Parachains (for Polkadot and Kusama; priority: low)

Polkascan Foundation does however intend to put effort into compatibility of its technology for all
Substrate-based networks. Given the open-source nature of the technology, there is plenty of
opportunity for ecosystem teams to use the foundation’s technologies to offer commercial services to
the lower prioritized networks.

5.6. Risks and Mitigants

In the past six years Polkascan Foundation and their founders have worked diligently, with high quality
standards and have had risk averse practices despite operating in a highly innovative and unregulated
industry and environment.

A significant amount of the foundation’s short-term milestones address risks and their respective
mitigants as outlined in section 5.4 (organizational development milestones).
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6. Operations

This section outlines how Polkascan Foundation operates and covers key topics, such as: personnel

plan, key assets and IP, suppliers and the ecosystem.

6.1. Personnel Plan

Board
Polkascan Foundation has a three member board. These individuals have intrinsic motivations to
execute their board activities as they are the founders of Polkascan Foundation. Board members do not
receive any remuneration or compensation for these activities.

Management Team
Polkascan Foundation has a management team of six individuals, ranging from a research function, to
product owner functions to a compliance management function. These functions are key to the
execution of the foundation’s mid-term plans. Polkascan Foundation does not have any payroll
positions, nor is it likely to offer any in the mid-term. Human capital is a scarce resource and it is very
hard to recruit and retain talent that is best in class in their own field and simultaneously capable of
understanding the opportunities the blockchain industry brings. It is therefore key for Polkascan
Foundation to offer fair remuneration and mid-term contracting guarantees to its contractors. That said,
recruitment of the management team has taken intrinsic motivations of these contractors to work in the
blockchain industry into account. In the mid-term the management team may be expanded with a
Chief-Economist function to strategically contribute to the research team for one or more of the
foundation’s products and services.

Junior Team
Though unlikely in the mid-term, longer-term upscaling of Polkascan Foundation’s activities may
warrant employment or contracting of more junior level personnel.

Community
Community contributions to Polkascan Foundation’s managed open source software are already a
reality. These contributions are carefully managed and merged by the management team if they meet
quality standards. Community contributions usually originate from self interest of the contributors to
solve problems in their own use-cases. These contributions have no strategic impact rather than being
a relevant feedback loop that ensures general-purposeness of the foundation’s products and services.
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Office Management
In the mid-term, perhaps some office management needs emerge to reduce overhead activities of the
management team.

6.2. Key Assets and IP

Intellectual Property
The intellectual property owned by Polkascan Foundation consists of ownership rights of all
open-source software maintained by the foundation. On incorporation of Polkascan Foundation, all
IP-rights on the software were transferred from the foundation’s founders and its legal predecessors to
the foundation. All repositories are open-sourced with two major classes of licenses. All library
repositories are permissively licensed under the Apache 2.0 license and all application repositories are
licensed under the GPLv3 license. This licensing policy seeks a sweet-spot between being as
permissive as possible, and safeguarding the foundation’s mission and interest. Both licenses allow
Polkascan Foundation to resort to legal action in case of IP-disputes or copyright-infringement.

Data Warehouse
Polkascan Foundation produces, maintains and disseminates data from the foundation’s Data
Warehouse (3.4). Polkascan Foundation uses its data warehouse to produce publications and reports
(3.5). This data warehouse is a strategic asset to the foundation and essential to its operation and
strategy. It will become progressively difficult to reproduce the data warehouse in its full scope.
Therefore, the data warehouse should be treated as a strategic asset, protected by risk mitigation
policies and disaster recovery procedures.

Strategic DOT & KSM Reserves
Polkascan Foundation received treasury payments denominated in DOT & KSM from Polkadot &
Kusama Governance to reimburse the foundation’s past expenses. Overall 2020 and 2021 saw a
significant increase in the €/DOT & €/KSM exchange rates. In effect Polkascan Foundation has spent
less DOT & KSM than the received amounts, while still able to cover all its expenses to date. These
remaining DOT & KSM assets serve as a strategic reserve for the foundation and will be primarily used
to safeguard Polkascan Foundation’s formal influence in Polkadot & Kusama Governance. These
strategic reserves are not intended to be used as a source of funding for day-to-day operations of
Polkascan Foundation. Due to Polkascan Foundation’s strategic DOT & KSM reserves, the foundation
has a high solvency ratio enabling the foundation to meet long-term debts and financial obligations.
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6.3. Suppliers

IT Services
Polkascan Foundation uses a select group of IT service providers for its data warehouse and other
hosted services. Given the size and expected growth of the foundation’s data warehouse, there are
serious switching costs to move from one service provider to another. That said, policies to allow
switching service providers exist. Overall the strategic nature of the data warehouse warrants mid-term
contracts with the service providers covering: service level agreements, geographical distribution and
redundancy in its overall setup.

Banking
Polkascan Foundation is based in the Netherlands. It is becoming increasingly hard to get corporate
banking services in the Netherlands if there is any association of the organization with the blockchain
industry. Understandably, organizations operating in the blockchain industry have a higher risk profile
when it comes to AML, CFT and KYC policies. While Polkascan Foundation is confident it is compliant
with Dutch law, and has risk averse policies for its activities, there is a dependency on traditional
banking service providers for the foundation's day-to-day operations. Polkascan Foundation has made
the assessment that having a retail bank as banking service provider provides an operational risk for
the foundation. Polkascan Foundation has created the management function Compliance, which is
tasked to contract a private bank with dedicated account management to mitigate such operational
risks.

Accountancy & Auditing
The annual accountant/audit reports covering the balance sheet statement and the profit & loss
statement are based on the ‘unqualified opinion – clean report’ standard. This is the type of report that
auditors give most often. This is also the type of report that most companies expect to receive. An
unqualified opinion doesn’t have any kind of adverse comments and it doesn’t include any disclaimers
about any clauses or the audit process. This type of report indicates that the auditors are satisfied with
the company’s financial reporting. The auditor believes that the company’s operations are in good
compliance with governance principles and applicable laws. The company, the auditors, the investors
and the public perceive such a report to be free from material misstatements. Polkascan Foundation
has created the management function Compliance, which is tasked to move towards the ‘qualified
opinion - qualified report’ standard for the accounting & auditing activities, with ideally one of the Big4
accounting/auditing firms.
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6.4. Ecosystem

Polkascan Foundation’s operation is, to some extent, dependent on ecosystem pillars such as
Substrate (software) and its maintainer Parity Technologies. Polkascan’s operation to less extent is
dependent on Polkadot JS API (software) and its maintainer Parity Technologies. The latter mostly
impacts user experience of the user facing applications, but does not impact the foundation’s strategic
assets such as the data warehouse. Some other critical upstream software components exist, such as
cryptography libraries. That said, most if not all of these dependencies are systemic ecosystem
dependencies. If a high impact event happens with these dependencies, it would be overshadowed by
broader ecosystem impact.
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7. Financial Plan

This section presents Polkascan Foundation’s financial plan.

7.1. Start-up Funding

Polkascan Foundation does not require start-up funding because the foundation’s start-up phase has
been completed at the end of 2021. Six years of combined work by a growing team funded by
approximately USD 400k, has led to the January 2022 launch of the new Polkascan Explorer Platform
built with a fully open-source technology stack. It is the opinion of Polkascan Foundation that this total
sum has been responsibly managed and spent by the foundation and its founders. Polkascan
Foundation has worked hard to build a reputation and brand. The foundation’s continuous and
transparent commitment to its overall mission, the foundation’s commitment to the ecosystem and the
foundation’s ability to continuously deliver a wide-range of products and services that have a
increasing level of adoption – even outside foundation’s immediate use-case – should give the
foundation and overall vote of confidence in its ability to execute future plans.

7.2. Forecast

This document proposes a business plan without a revenue model and hence without a sales forecast.
The output of Polkascan Foundation will be qualitative in nature and cannot be denominated in a
projected bottom-line financial result. The foundation refers to section 5.4 for an overview of
milestones and deliverables. These serve as the qualitative results of the foundation’s activities.

7.3. Cost Structure

Breakeven Business Model
Polkascan Foundation proposes a cost-neutral business model based on subsidies that reimburse
actual expenses made by the foundation. Mind you, this is exactly the model that has been applied by
Polkascan Foundation during 2020 and 2021 operation, with the key difference that the foundation
aims to plan and hence budget its activities more proactively in support of its mission.

Direct Cost Drivers
Direct costs are costs associated with the foundation’s products and services can be found in two
distinct categories: Personnel and IT Services.

Personnel: Polkascan Foundation’s engineers, researchers and analysts are all senior level skilled and
expected to be contracted for an average competitive hourly rate of € 100,00 per hour. Engineers,
researchers and analysts all directly contribute to the products and services of the foundation by
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contributing to the managed open-source repositories, by visibility through hosted applications or by
contributing to publications.

IT Services: Polkascan Foundation purchases IT Services, such as: server lease, hosting, storage,
processing, network, SLAs, et cetera. These services can be acquired at competitive market prices and
the total cost is mostly determined by the needs of Polkascan Foundation to execute its activities.

Overhead: Indirect Cost Drivers
The overhead cost of running Polkascan Foundation are costs that cannot be directly associated with
the foundation’s products and services and can be found in two distinct categories: general overhead
cost and overhead cost due to taxes applicable to the foundation.

General overhead: Polkascan Foundation’s general overhead falls into a limited number of categories:
housing & facilities, compliance, external accounting & auditing, and branding. The overhead is aimed
to remain below 25,00% of the total direct costs.

Taxes:  Polkascan Foundation has no paying customers, and is therefore VAT-exempt. This implies the
foundation pays no VAT over received funds and is not eligible to deduct VAT on expenses. Mind you,
this is exactly the model that has been applied by Polkascan Foundation during 2020 and 2021
operation. The applicable VAT-percentage in the Netherlands is 21,00%.

Operating Liquidity
Operating liquidity refers to the balance between resources in the form of cash or readily convertible
into cash (current assets) and liabilities for which cash will be required soon (current liabilities).
Polkascan Foundation’s level of operating liquidity determines the foundation’s ability and level of
making contractual obligations with contractors and suppliers. From a continuity requirement and from
a personnel recruitment & retention requirement a need arises to be able to offer subcontractors
contracts that span at least 6 months. Additionally, from a continuity requirement and from a switching
cost risk, a need arises to contract the foundation’s IT Services for at least 6 month spans. The cost of
securing operating liquidity is highly dependent on the terms set by the liquidity provider and may
range from 1,00% to 20,00%.
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7.4. Budget 2022 - 2024

This section presents Polkascan Foundation’s 2022 - 2024 budget.

2022 - 2024 Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 Total

Direct Cost

Engineering € 192.000 € 192.000 € 192.000 € 192.000 € 768.000

IT Services € 75.000 € 75.000 € 75.000 € 75.000 € 300.000

VAT (21%) € 56.070 € 56.070 € 56.070 E€ UR 56.070 € 224.280

Total Direct Cost € 323.070 € 323.070 € 323.070 € 323.070 € 1.292.280

Overhead 25% 25% 25% 25% 25%

Organization Overhead € 80.768 € 80.768 € 80.768 € 80.768 € 323.070

Total Annual Budget € 403.838 € 403.838 € 403.838 € 403.838 € 1.615.350

Table 7.4.a.: Polkascan Foundation Budget 2022 - 2024

As outlined in section 7.3 Polkascan Foundation’s cost is driven by direct cost, overhead and taxes.

Direct Cost Budget
The direct cost of engineering activities are budgeted for € 100,00 per hour rates, excluding VAT for
4,0 equivalent FTU @ 160 hours per month. This leads to a total average budget of € 64.000,00 per
month as total engineering budget for external contractors.

The direct cost for IT Services, such as: server lease, hosting, storage, processing, network, SLAs, et
cetera. These services can be acquired at competitive market prices and are budgeted for € 25.000,00
per month, excluding VAT.

Overhead
Polkascan Foundation’s general overhead falls into a limited number of categories: housing & facilities,
compliance, external accounting & auditing, and branding. The overhead is budgeted at a fixed
percentage of 25% of the realized direct cost, which results in an averaged upper bound budget of €

27.000,00 per month including VAT.
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Reimbursement of direct cost
Polkascan Foundation seeks a funding mechanism that reimburses direct cost components with a 25%
overhead surplus to be able to cover the foundation’s overhead costs.

Candidate Funding Sources
Polkascan Foundation has considered a number of avenues as candidate funding sources over the
past 6 years. Commercial models (subscription fees or advertisements), venture capital funding, token
issuance have all been abandoned for various reasons to do with value alignment, incentive alignment
and risk appetite of the foundation and its founders. The remaining path forward is blockchain treasury
funding and Polkascan Foundation has proven that this can be a viable model through the foundation’s
2020 and 2021 funding and has been operating under the assumption that scaling up the foundation’s
organization is a viable option moving forward.

7.5. Operating Liquidity

As outlined in section 7.3 Polkascan Foundation seeks a sufficiently high level of operating liquidity to
meet contractual obligations with contractors and suppliers. From a continuity requirement and from a
personnel recruitment & retention requirement a need arises to be able to offer subcontractors
contracts that span at least 6 months. Additionally, from a continuity requirement and from a switching
cost risk, a need arises to contract the foundation’s IT Services for at least 6 month spans.

The budget outlined in section 7.4 hence determines operating liquidity to be a total sum of €

807.675,00 which is equivalent to the total sum of a 6 month budget.

Candidate Operating Liquidity Providers
Polkascan Foundation has considered limited avenues as candidate operating liquidity providers.
Outside of the blockchain industry Polkascan Foundation’s mission and organization is poorly
understood and the foundation has found zero willingness here.

Polkascan Foundation has considered liquidating all its DOT/KSM assets, but abandoned this
approach. These remaining DOT & KSM assets serve as a strategic reserve for the foundation and will
be primarily used to safeguard Polkascan Foundation’s formal influence in Polkadot & Kusama
Governance and may offer a long-term solution to become independent of treasury funding altogether.
Staking rewards on Polkascan Foundation’s strategic assets will be used to finance its operational
liquidity.

The remaining path forward is to seek blockchain treasury funding for execution of Polkascan
Foundation’s 2022 - 2024 plans.
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